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 Mark Gold
     Noble (of Charle's "France"),
     Companion, champion & paladin

Public Information

	First to the table was Mark Gold, an athletic man in his early forties.  He wears subdued but 
fashionable business clothing in a traditional style with a silk pin dot tie, pin point cotton shirt and 
fashionable semi-boots.  A briefcase sits on the floor next to him.

	He has a strong build.  His tailored suit fits him perfectly.  Mark was the first in the alcove.  
He is so calm it is easy to miss seeing him or to forget that he is present. 

	Mark has facial tattoos in "non-color" color that identify him as one of the forty companions 
by their rainbow shimmer seemingly above the skin and cheek of his left eye.  

	During the "lost weeks" about 30% of the people in the world had dreams or nightmares 
concerning the exploits of the companions.  They are now featured Saturday morning with the 
cartoons.  A character similar to Mark has appeared several times and has the same brown hair, short 
beard and green eyes. 

	Mark's corner is decorated by a score of sculptures of hummingbirds that look alive from 
their perches on the wall.  He has a businessman's briefcase on the floor next to him.  (9) 

Private Information

Mark Goldberg a/k/a Mark Gold
Origin: Charle's France (+1 to all req, +1d3 to Cha)
Noble
Scholar

	Mark should be played like a paladin from Charlemagne's world.  He believes in his own 
sense of duty, nobility and right.  While he does not watch the cartoon stories about him, he lives 
them.  Imagine a scholarly cartoon hero with noblesse oblige and you have Mark.

Characteristics

STR  16        29 (gift one)
CON  16        30 (gift two)
SIZ  13        14
INT  17        17
POW  20        20
DEX  16        19
CHA  20   **** 25  **
APP  20   (REL)+4
EDU  14
SAN 160   Luck 12, Patron:  Charle
ENERGY 31
RECHARGE 3
ACTION RANKS 19/9/-1
Hit Points 14
Body/Con 28

Property/estate

500,000s property (If you want details, build a five acre Chateau estate worth $1,500,000)  (i.e.  a 
small house, a barn and a several rustic outbuildings). 
	[Mark's cost to build has a base of $35/ft2 with extra costs for the various items and amenities 
over the base.]

	Mark's estate is located in the middle of the state of Oregon, in the saddle between the 
mountain ranges (Medford is just to the south of the estate).  During the "lost weeks" a fair amount 
of real estate distilled into the mundane world.  The Earth appears to have about 10% additional land 
surface area, much of it due to wrinkles (both physical --i.e. steeper mountains, and space-time warps 
that result in more surface in the same area) or encroachments on the sea, but some of it due to an 
overall increase in size.

	Mark's protectorate as the Duke D'Or (Duke of the Sunset Mountains) is the Oregon, 
Washington, British Columbia and Northern California Mountains.  Charle, an earth power, created 
the companions to befriend him, attend Charle's court and do equity in their realms.  The companions 
remained active in the mythic realms and in the dream time during the time that magic was not 
present in the world.

	Mark has about 900 acres of ranch land, 40 acres of hardwood forest (including 40 dryads), 
200 acres of softwoods (mostly pine), 180 acres of land in wheat and oats and about 36 acres of 
intensively gardened land.  He has 6 acres in greenhouses.

	Mark has 34 retainers (servants, etc. at estate) (that is 34 followers who will serve without 
pay.  Mark has a butler, two cooks, a blacksmith, a weapons master, four men-at-arms, three maids 
{including one walktipi maid}, three gardeners, eight ranch-hands, two minotaurs, a groom, three 
farmers, one loom mistress and three squires.  He also has an esquire.).  All "outside" retainers have 
14s in all requisites (for minotaurs double strength and halve intelligence).  All inside retainers have 
12s in all requisites except dexterity, charisma and intelligence in which they have 17s (for the 
walktipi, halve strength and double dexterity).

	He also has 50,000 silver talens in cash (one ounce each or about $250,000 worth), and his 
personal effects, such as clothes, tools, farm implements, armor and weapons for all retainers, and 
some special items including:

	A trademark gold and black colored war jaguar*, three suits of gold and black kevlar graphite 
laminate armor (looks vaguely like a japanese/starwars cross and provides protection of 12 pts of 
kinetic, 36 vs electric & radiation) in electric gold color, and a mutant group mind familiar** Int 18, Pow 24, build familiar on 145 points.  All of these are described in greater detail below.

Skills:

10mm autopistol (32 rounds per clip) 90%
Rapier (1d6+1) 85%/parry 85%/impale 85%
Credit 85%                         
Dagger (1d4+2) 85%
Lance      85%

French     80%     
German     80%                     
Savate     75%                     
Greco-Roman 75%                    
     A style of wrestling--not a language
Common     75%                     
English    75%                     
Memorize   75%                     
Hunting Rifle 70%                  
     Uses a 30.30 with 4x scope 
Ancient Lore 65%                   
Dance 65% for each of 6 dances
Ride       65%  (x2 on jaguar)     
Command    60% (add CHA x 2% for any in his immediate presence)
Compound Bow 55%
Chemical Lore 50%
Machine Lore 40%
Typing     35%


Personal Effects descriptions:

10mm selectfire pistol.  Takes 7 round clips, 32 round clips and continuous feed belts.  Selects 
between single fire, triple fire and autofire.  Rounds available include silver dum dums, plastic 
encapsulated expended uranium and typical steel jacketed teflon coated armor piercing rounds.  
Usually wears in shoulder harness with 7 round clip in place, 32 round clip in harness and two 7 
round clips in harness.  Switches off immediately to the long clip at the first pause and uses 7 round 
clips for reloading.

*war jaguar is about 1600 lbs of large cat.  It generally lives on the estate.  Is well trained (INT 6) 
and empathically linked to Mark Gold.  It can pass through the veil to the mythic and dream levels 
of reality.  It lives on both magic and biologic energy, sleeps a great deal and eats about a full steer's 
worth of meat every month as well as some cereals.  It hunts in both dream and shadow realms.

**familiar is a magical construct remnant of a precursor race of group mind avians.  each individual 
element infuses a bird.  A bird so infused has 2 hit points and 3 pts of armor, 6 vs electric and 12 vs radiation.  When infused, the birds resemble porcelain figurines.  Each point of INT requires one 
infused bird to operate.  The group mind can disperse over 300m per point of pow (or 7200m for this 
group mind).  Mark keeps an aviary of specially bred hummingbirds for his familiar.

The aluminum briefcase has space for pistol rounds, armor and the familiar.  For pistol ammunition, 
Mark will usually have two boxes of silver, one of expended uranium (they are heavy and very 
expensive) and ten boxes of teflon armor piercing rounds.  

	Mark has 800 head of beef cattle, 40 dairy cattle and a large aviary (including some 
semi-flightless birds). 

PLAY NOTES

	Mark is a hero.  Play him like one.  Feel free to develope any concerns, neurosis or other 
foibles that you feel a hero should have.  If you do not want any weaknesses, feel free to have Mark 
be free of same.  Let him be the hero you think of when you hear the word "hero."

	Be aware that Mark has probably killed in excess of 500 opponents and can be prey to heroic 
pragmatism (always kill your enemies/always finish them off today) and/or heroic faith (always spare 
your enemies/always trust that they will change).

War Jaguar

STR 160        This creature can carry Mark into both
CON  30        shadow and the dream realms with it.  The
SIZ 130        total carrying capacity is limited by CON
INT   6        + POW / 1.5 (in this case 35 size points).
POW  22 DEX  16
CHA  14        It usually lurks just beyond the fringe of
APP  18        the material world waiting for Mark's call
EDU   0        or is out executing Charle's justice upon those
SAN            who have shed innocent blood where it fell
ENERGY 90      upon the earth within the zone of Mark's
RECHARGE 10    protectorate.  A number of badly torn and
ACTION RANKS 22/12/2     mauled bodies have recently been
Hit Points 80            found in the Pacific Northwest.  
Body/Con 80

(remember, statistics are linear)

Pounce:   90% for 14d6+3  (double % when striking by surprise)
          (may pounce from shadow or dream)
Bite:  80% for 7d6+3
Paw Swat:  75% for 3d6+6

